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from 37,25 EUR
Item no.: 357932

shipping weight: 0.50 kg
Manufacturer: Aeotec

Product Description
Wireless technology isn't always perfect, which is why Aeotec introduces the UK version of the Range Extender 7 - a simple plug-and-play device that perfects your home
automation system. It receives Z-Wave and Z-Wave Plus signals, repeats them and then retransmits them to your Z-Wave automation network to increase their range and reliability.
The Aeotec Range Extender 7 works seamlessly to amplify and repeat weak Z-Wave and Z-Wave Plus signals.

● Simply plug it into a wall socket: connect it to your Z-Wave network and it automatically starts to enhance all weak Z-Wave signals in range
● Based on Aeotec's proprietary Gen7 hardware and firmware stack: radio range is up to 250% greater than Range Extender 6 and non-Gen7 technology
● The Aeotec Range Extender 7 is based on the most advanced wireless automation technology available: it couples Aeotec's unique Gen7 technology stack with Z-Wave

Plus V2 and the 700 Series. This enables a wide range of enhancements, including S2 security and SmartStart installation

The UK version of the Aeotec Range Extender 7 is compatible with many certified Z-Wave gateways.
ATTENTION: The use of this device is restricted or not allowed in some countries due to the frequency ranges used. Please check with the authority responsible for your country.

● Z-Wave Repeater - A simple plug-and-play device
● Built with the Z-Wave 700 series - longer range, more efficient and better performance compared to older generation series
● Wireless technology: Z-Wave Plus V2
● SmartStart enabled
● S2 security
● Plug type G
● Power supply: 230 V 50 Hz, max.: 150 mA
● Power consumption: 1.2 W
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